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Humidity control specialist

Use Manual

 Thank you for using dehumidifiers of FujiE 
CO.,Ltd

 For your safety and correct usage, please read 
the manual carefully and keep it so you can 
refer to it at any time.
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Product Structure
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Humidity setting and control� 

Press the key of SET and set the 

desired humidity, the range is from 30% 

to 90%�

Each time press the key of “+” the 

humidity will be added by 1%�and by 

pressing the key of“-“the humidity will 

be reduced by 1%. When the humidity 

has been set, it will flash five times.

After turning on the unit, the LCD is 

blue showing “Running”, it is 

dehumidifying with the humidity in the 

air entrance lowering.

When the environmental humidity is 

lower than the set humidity, it stops 

automatically with LCD orange and 

when the humidity is higher than the set 

humidity, it will restart by itself.

Time setting

     Press the key of SET, when the time 

is flashing�press “+” and“-”to set the 

time.

To turn on and turn off in due time 

You can set a time so that it can 
turn on and turn off at the  pre-set time.

DH-908D / DH-1388D

DH-1688D / DH-1689D / DH-2408D

Control Panel and Operation
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DH-3508D / DH-4808D

Over heated protection�
When the temperature is above 135 the compressor stops working, 

when it is below 135, it restarts to work�

Defrosting �
When it is below 15, there will be frost on the evaporator, affecting 

the dehumidifying capacity, so the unit has the function of defrosting.
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- Continuous drainage 

To install the drainage pipe as follows�

Prepare  a pipe with diameter of 16mm�

lead the pipe to the lake ,and the lake must be lower than the pipe outlet�

No crooked of the pipe is allowed.

- Maintenance 

Before any maintenance, cut off the power and unplug�

1. Normal maintenance.

Clean the unit with soft cloth, no volatile oil or detergent is allowed�

2. Maintenance of the filter.

The filter should be cleaned every half month, put it in the clean water and then dry 
it.

3. Storage.

Long time no needs of using the unit, please unplug , put away the wire and clean 
the filter.

It should be stored in dry and cool place.

Water Drainage and Maintenance
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Room temperature too low and 
too dry Stop using Unit 

collects 
little water Airflow restricted Clean filter and clear the outlet

Window and door  open Close window and door

Steam in the room Turn off the steam
Unit 

operating, 
room

Not dry Space too large Add more powerful units

Noisy Ground not flat Lay in flat ground
No 

drainage Drainage pipe blocked Clear the pipe

Obstruction 
showing on 

LCD

E1 Motor protection          E4 Voltage low
E2 Wire  problem             E5 Humidity sensor broken
E3 Voltage high              E6 Temperature sensor broken

Problem Cause Solution 

No power Check power

Switch not turned on Turn on switchUnit does 
not operate Over heating�protective turning 

off
Change the motor

Faults with capacitance Change capacitance
Compressor overloaded Remove obstruction

Fan 
working, 

compressor
does not 

work
Defrosting Wait after defrosting

Humidity 
not 

controlled
Sensor defects Change sensor

Trouble Shooting
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Model DH-908D     DH-1388D DH-1688D DH-1689D DH-2408D DH-3508D DH-4808D

Voltage 220V�/50Hz 380V�/50Hz

Power 1600W 2000W 3000W 3000W 5500W 7600W 11000W

Current 11A 11A 16A 7.6A 11A 20A 28A

Dehumi
difying 

capacity
(30�RH

80%)

90L/day 138L/day 168L/day 168L/day 240L/day 350L/day 480L/day

Noise ≤56

Applied 
Tempt

5��38�

N.W 44 Kg 49 Kg 107 Kg 109 Kg 125 Kg 170 Kg 230 Kg

Dimensi
on (mm) 480

*
390

*
980

480
*

390
*

1080

610
*

580
*

2000

1080
*

450
*

1670

1190
*

450
*

1760

Packing list
Dehumidifier 1 set
Use manual 1

Technical Parameters and Packing List


